
Hello programmers. 
I have a new project for you. It is called, "Players on a Team". 
I start by analyzing the project definition, convert it into pseudo-code 
(meaning fake code), then into actual C or C++ code. 
We then need to test the program and document the project in a lab report. 
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Different sports allow a different number of active players allowed on each team. For 
example the NFL (American football) allows 53, the NBA (basketball) allows 13, MLB 
(baseball) allows 25 and NHL (hockey) allows 23. Design a C or C++ program that does 
the following: The program  first displays a title on the screen and then asks the user 
to select a team sport. Based on the user's selection the program determines the 
number of players allowed on the team. The program then asks the user to enter the 
number players trying to get on the team.   

 

If the number of players trying to get on the team is less than the number permitted 
on the team, the program will display, "There are not enough players", "nn more 
players are needed " (where nn is the number needed).  

 

If the number of players trying to get on the team is greater than the number of 
players permitted, the program will display, "There are  too many players, nn players 
need to be eliminated".  

 

If the number of players trying to get on the team is equal to the number of players  
permitted, the program will display, "You have the correct number of players". 
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Look at samples of what the program could look like when it runs. The program 
displays a menu that gives the user the opportunity to select one of the sports: 
Football, basketball, baseball or hockey. In the first example, football is selected. 
 
The user's inputs are shown in blue in the video, but there won't be colors when the 
actual program is running. IF football is selected, the program says that there should 
be 53 players and then asks how many players are currently on the team. If the user 
enters 60, the program responds that there are too many players  and 7 players need 
to be removed.  
 
Hockey is selected in the second example.  23 players are needed but the user enters 
21 for the number of current players. The program says, "There are not enough   
and 2 more are needed." 
 
In the third example, basketball is selected and the correct number of players is 
entered. There are three possible results for the program: Too many, not enough and 
you have the correct number. 
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Word problems can get scary when you first look at them. Some of the information is 
just background information that we don't actually need to put in the program. Let's 
skip over the general description and get to specifics. What we really need to do first 
is to identify the program's inputs and outputs.  
INPUTS: select a team sport. 
Another INPUT: number of players trying to get on the team. 
There are the only two things the program needs to input. 
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Now, let's identify the outputs. The program's output will be displayed on the 
console. 
"Not enough players, more are needed" . 
Here's another possible output.  
"Too many players, eliminate some".  
And finally, the last case, "You have the correct number of players" . 
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This is the Hierarchical Input Process, Output chart, also called a HIPO chart. The first 
things to enter before we even start writing the program  
are the INPUTS and the OUTPUTS. After the inputs and outputs have been entered, 
identify the processing needed. 
 
The inputs and outputs are pieces of data. 
The processing is the action performed on the data to get from inputs to the outputs. 
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Going back to the project description, we can see all of the processing that needs 
done. 
The first thing the program needs to do is ask for the team selection and determine 
the number 
of players that should be on the team. 
 
The program then asks how many are on the team. 
 
After getting the user's input, the program needs to make a decision  
if there are not enough players, or there are too many player 
or the correct number has been selected. 
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Let's add information for the PROCESS section of the HIPO chart.  
This is the sequence of steps I was able to determine from the project definition.  
 
Display a title on the screen 
Input teamSport from keyboard 
Input playersOnTeam 
If playersOnTeam is less than the teamSize 
   Display "There are not enough players" 
   Compute how many more players are needed 
   Display  "nn additional players are needed" 
Else If playersOnTeam is greater than the teamSize 
    Display "There are too many players" 
    Compute how many extra players there are 
    Display "nn players to be eliminated" 
Else 
    Display "You have the correct number of players" 
 
From beginning to end, INPUT, PROCESS, OUTPUT. 
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The flowchart is a visual representation of the program flow. 
Lines and arrows show the sequence of steps.  
Round or oval shapes indicate the beginning or end of a process.  
The diamond shape represents a decision where one path is selected and the other is 
ignored.  
The rectangle shapes show where some process or action is taken. 
 
In this example, I am using the IF, ELSE IF, ELSE structure to compare the number of 
players against the team size. 
 
The first IF is testing to see if the number of players is less than the team size. 
If this evaluates to TRUE, the appropriate message is output and  
the rest of the ELSE IF, ELSE structure is skipped.  
When the IF evaluates to FALSE, we continue down to the ELSE IF test. 
If it evaluates to TRUE, the appropriate message is output and the rest of the ELSE 
structure is skipped. 
 
Since we already tested for less than and greater than, the only thing left is equal.  
We don't even need to test for that condition. 
This will be the default when everything else failed. Then the ELSE is executed and 
the appropriate message is displayed. 
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Regardless of which branch the program took, the program ends up at the same 
place. 
 
There can be more than one way to write the program. I could have used three IF 
statements with three diamond shapes.  
One to test for less than, one to test for greater than and one to test for equal. (One 
ring to rule them all). 
 
If you already have some experience in programming, you can write the program 
entirely on your own instead of using  
my sample code. Just make sure that all parts of the project definition and the rubric 
are satisfied. 
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Back to the pseudo-code. 
The IF, ELSE IF, and ELSE structure will be covered in more detail later, but for this 
program, the first IF statement is testing to see if the number of players is less than 
the team size.  
If this test is TRUE, the program outputs, "There are not enough players" and then the 
number of players needed 
and the rest of the ELSE IF and ELSE statements are skipped over.  
 
When the first IF doesn't evaluate to TRUE, the program flows down to the ELSE IF 
statement which tests to see if the number of players is greater than the team size. 
If this test is TRUE, the program outputs, "There are too many players" and then the 
number that need eliminated 
and the rest of the statements in the IF, ELSE IF, ELSE structure are skipped over. 
 
If both the IF and ELSE IF tests are FALSE, the only thing left is CORRECT NUMBER 
which is picked up by the final ELSE statement and the program displays,  
"You have the correct number of players". 
 
The pseudo-code is written as mostly English. It is used to layout the flow and 
decisions in the program before 
any code is written. The pseudo-code is not code that can be run. Don't just paste the 
code from your program 
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that works into the HIPO chart. I will be able to see your code later in the lab report 
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We input or output something. They could be variables, constants, integers, 
characters, objects, etc. They are things. In the English language they would be 
considered NOUNS. The process section contains actions that occur on the inputs to 
build the outputs. In the English language, they would be considered ACTION VERBS. 
Here we have action verbs Read, Identify, Display, and Compute. 
 
An English sentence is typically composed of Subject, Predicate and Object. The 
subject is a noun that identifies the "who" or "what" of the sentence, the predicate is 
the verb, and the object is any noun or concept that is part of the action of the 
subject. Our programs can be composed in a similar way with INPUT, PROCESS and 
OUTPUT. 
 
I like to break the program into blocks of code and separate each block with a blank 
line. It's like having a blank line between paragraphs in an essay. 
So I will put a blank line between the variable declarations, the inputs, the 
processing, etc. 
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The typical C or C++ program starts out with the title block, any #include statements 
that are needed. 
This is followed by the int main statement and its open curly-brace. Then comes the 
list of variables, 
INPUT, PROCESSING and OUTPUT. There are close curly-braces for each open curly-
brace. 
The braces identify a block of code or data. I am doing something extra for this 
program. 
 
I am placing the code that displays the menu asking for the selection of the sport in a 
separate piece of code. 
This is like having the boss telling one of the workers to go off and do a job and report 
the results 
back when the job is finished. Several different names in programming have been 
used to describe 
this separate piece of code. SUBROUTINE, SUBPROGRAM, PROCEDURE, FUNCTION 
and METHOD. 
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A FUNCTION is a type of subroutine that returns a value, for example one of the math 
functions is named sqrt( ) which 
receives a number as its input and returns the square root of the number.  
 
I could use sqrt( ) to determine the square root of any number. For example 
double x = sqrt(25.0); 
 
The value 25.0 is passed to the sqrt function which uses it as its input. 
The function processes the 25.0 and computes the answer to be 5.0 and returns this 
number so it can be used in my program. 
The return statement inside sqrt( ) is how the function outputs the result back to 
where the function was called from. 
 
We can identify when a function is being called because an open parentheses ( 
immediately follows the function name. 
Parentheses are also used in math expressions to change the order of operation. We 
can tell the difference between a function 
call and a math expression because the open parentheses ( never directly follows the 
name of a variable, constant or any 
other type of object. 
 
There are many predefined functions available to us in C and C++ and will be covered  
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in more detail when functions are discussed. 
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I have only provided four team sports - football, basketball, baseball and hockey.  
Go ahead and customize the program and pick different sports. 
There are a lot of them to go around. How about soccer (also known as football to 
the rest of the world), 
or rugby, bowling, golf, synchronized swimming or anything else you choose.  
This program should be a great learning experience in seeing how the IF, ELSE IF, ELSE 
and DO...WHILE 
structures can be used in a program even though they have not been covered in 
detail yet.  
All you need to do is type the code in as shown and make the program work.  
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I am providing all of the code for this project as image files.  
It is your job to type it in and make it work. 
Files are available for the C++ version of the project and two 
different files are available written in the C-language. 
 
The C++ version is at: 
https://program-info.net/C++PlayersOnTeam/C++PlayersOnTeam.png 
 
If you want to do the program in C and are using the Microsoft Visual Studio 
Community edition compiler, choose: 
https://program-info.net/C++PlayersOnTeam/C-PlayersOnTeam-MSVSCE.png 
 
If you want to do the program in C and are using a different compiler, 
including g++ with Microsoft Visual Studio Code, choose:  
https://program-info.net/C++PlayersOnTeam/C-PlayersOnTeam.png 
 
These links are also available in the comments section of the YouTube video. 
If you are typing in the web address yourself, capital and small letters 
must be entered as shown. The server is using the Linux operating system 
where the folders and filenames are case sensitive. 
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From this point on in the class, actual C or C++ code will usually be provided instead 
of just an image. 
Sometimes I will only provide part of a program and you need to finish it, other times, 
you will need to write the entire program on your own. 
 
Regardless of whether I provide code as an image or something you can actually 
compile and run,  
I want you to read the code and see how much of it you can understand. It's ok if it 
doesn’t make  
100% sense when you first look at it. Put it aside and look at it again tomorrow. Put it 
aside 
until you have even more experience in programming and look at it again.  
If you really want to be successful, it is important to read other programmers' code. 
 
For these first exercises where I give code as a screenshot image, I want you to type it 
in. I 
totally realize that typing in code can be frustrating at times, especially if you make a 
mistake  
even on a single character. You need to type the program in yourself. 
This is part of your training to be a programmer. If you have someone else type it in, 
or you just 
get somebody else's copy, you are cheating yourself of a learning opportunity. You  
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will gain more 
experience from your mistakes than if everything turned out perfect 100% of the 
time. 
 
If there are errors in the program, it just won't produce correct results, or maybe it 
won't even run at all,  
but you won't break anything. Try to fix the errors and make the program work. If you 
get stuck, have someone else proofread the program. Maybe send me an e-mail 
through the Canvas learning management system. 
 
This is part of the process of writing programs. You will get better the more you do it. 
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And again, a great big welcome to the wonderful world of programming using the C 
and C++ programming languages. 
Dandalf signing off for now. 
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